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1. INITIATING CLAIMS WITH OWCP
Procedures initiating claims with OWCP for an employee who has (A)
suffered a Traumatic Injury, (B) suffers from an Occupational Injury or
Disease, (C) Recurrence of Injury or Disease, and (D) Death:
A. Traumatic Injuries
A Traumatic Injury is defined as a wound or other condition of the body
caused by external force, including stress or strain within a single day or
work shift. The injury must be identifiable by time and place of occurrence
and member of the body affected.
For Traumatic Injuries, the employee (or someone acting on his/her
behalf) must report the injury by completing a Form CA-1, “Federal
Employee’s Notice of Traumatic Injury and Claim for Continuation of
Pay/Compensation,” to his/her manager/supervisor. There is a portion of
the Form CA-1 that will need to be completed by the manager/supervisor.
The manager/supervisor should submit the completed Form CA-1 through
appropriate agency channels to insure claim is received by the OWCP
District Office as soon as possible, but no later than 10 working days after
receipt of Form CA-1 from the employee. The employee must report the
injury by completing the Form CA-1 within 30 days of the injury in order to
be eligible for Continuation of Pay (COP) entitlements and within three (3)
years to meet the FECA time limits of a claim. If the claim is not filed
within the 30-day period, and COP is not authorized, employee may file a
Form CA-7, “Claim for Compensation”, for loss of wage earnings.
However, medical documentation is required within 10 days of the injury or
the entitlement to COP will be suspended.
When warranted, the manager/supervisor will provide the injured
employee a Form CA-16, “Authorization for Examination and/or
Treatment.” Form CA-16 may be obtained through your manager
/supervisor. The CA-16 is used to provide authorization for treatment.
The manager/supervisor should complete the front of the Form CA-16
within 4 hours of the request whenever possible. If there is concern that
the facts of the injury are in dispute, the supervisor can check the
appropriate box on the Form CA-16 (6.B.2) but still provide the employee
with the form. In the event there is no time to complete the Form CA-16,
the manager/supervisor may authorize medical treatment by telephone
and then forward Form CA-16 to the medical facility within 48 hours.
Retroactive issuance of Form CA-16 is not allowed under any other
circumstances. However, Form CA-16 may not be used to authorize
treatment for Occupational Disease or Illness, without prior approval from
OWCP.
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The employee has the right to choose his/her initial treating physician. A
physician is defined as a surgeon, podiatrist, dentist, clinical psychologist,
optometrist, osteopathic, practitioner, and chiropractor within the scope as
defined by state law. However, the services of chiropractors may be
reimbursed only for treatment consisting of manual manipulation of the
spine to correct a subluxation as demonstrated by X-ray to exist. A
chiropractor may also provide services in the nature of physical therapy
under the direction of a physician. The term “physician” doesn’t include
physician assistants or nurse practitioners.
B. Occupational Disease or Illness
An Occupational Disease or Illness is defined as a condition produced
in the work environment over a period longer than one (1) workday or
shift. It may result from systemic infection, repeated stress or strain,
exposure to toxins, poisons or fumes, or other continuing conditions of the
work environment. For an Occupational Disease or Illness, the
employee (or someone acting on his/her behalf) must report the disease
of illness by completing a Form CA-2, “Notice of Occupational Disease
and Claim for Compensation.” to his/her manager/supervisor.
In addition to the completed Form CA-2, the employee must provide the
completed applicable Form CA-35 a-h, “Evidence Required in Support of a
Claim for Occupational Disease,” for the disease or illness claimed. The
information requested should be submitted with the Form CA-2. If all of
the information cannot be completed at the time of submitting the Form
CA-2, additional information should be forwarded in a timely manner to
OWCP through the employer, once an OWCP Claim Number is received.
COP is not authorized and Form CA-16 may not be used to authorize
treatment for Occupational Disease or Illness, without prior approval from
OWCP. (Form CA 20, Attending Physician’s Report, can be used.)
The manager/supervisor should submit the completed Form CA-2 through
appropriate agency channels to insure claim is received by the OWCP
District Office as soon as possible but no later than 10 working days after
receipt of Form CA-2 from the employee.
C. Recurrence of an Injury or Occupational Disease or Illness
A Recurrence of disability is defined as a spontaneous return or increase
of disability due to a previous injury or occupational disease without
intervening cause, or a return or increase due to a consequential injury.
(A consequential injury is a new injury, which occurs, as a result of a work
related injury). A recurrence of a disability differs from a new injury in that
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with a recurrence, no event other than the previous accounts for the
disability.
When an employee, after returning to work, is again disabled due to a
prior injury or occupational disease, the employee completes and submits
Form CA-2a, “Notice of Employee’s Recurrence of Disability and Claim for
Pay/Compensation,” to their manager/supervisor. If the recurrent disability
is related to the original injury, the employee is entitled to medical
treatment and compensation.
The employee has the burden of establishing that the current condition is
related to previous accepted injury or occupational disease condition, with
or without work stoppage. If the employee was entitled to use COP and
the 45-days of COP have not been exhausted, he/she may elect to use
the remaining days, if the 45-days have not elapsed, since first return to
duty; otherwise, the employee may elect to use sick, annual leave or leave
without pay.
D. Death Benefits
Death Claim is defined as when an employee dies because of an injury
incurred in the performance of duty. For Death Claims, the
manager/supervisor uses Form CA-6, “Official Supervisor’s Report of
Employee’s Death”, to report the work related death of an employee.
Claim for Death Benefits. The survivors of a deceased employee should
use Form CA-5, “Claim for Compensation by Widow/Widower, and/or
Children” or Form CA-5b, “Claim for Compensation by Parents, Brothers,
Sisters, Grandparents, or Grandchildren” to submit claims for death
benefits. The survivors should complete the front of the appropriate form,
while the attending physician should complete the medical report on the
reverse. This should include a copy of the death certificate, marriage
certificate, if the spouse is making the claim, a copy of any divorce or
annulment decree if the decedent or spouse were formally married and/or
copies of birth certificates of any children for whom claim is being made.
E. Exposure to Infectious Agents
FECA doesn’t provide for payment of expenses associated with simple
exposure to an infectious disease without the occurrence of a work related
injury. Infectious disease includes tuberculosis, hepatitis, and HIV
(Human Immunodeficiency Virus). Fear of exposure to an infectious agent
doesn’t entitle the worker to benefits under the FECA, since no definable
injury has occurred.
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Federal Law 18 U.S.C.1922 provides that a manager/supervisor cannot refuse to
accept a Notice of Injury, Illness or Death.
If the validity of the claim is in challenged, all allegations must be reported to
OWCP by factual evidence.
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2. CONDITIONS OF COVERAGE
Claims for Compensation must meet certain requirements before being
accepted. These five (5) requirements must be met within the sequence
below and if not, claim will be given due process:
A. Time
Claim for compensation must be filed within 3 years of the injury or death.
However, if a claim is not filed within 3 years, compensation may still be
paid if written notice of the injury was given within 30 days, or the
employer had actual knowledge of the injury within 30 days after it
occurred.
For a disease or illness, the employee should file for compensation within
30 days of when the employee realized the disease or illness was caused
or aggravated by the employment; reasonably should have been aware of
a relationship between medical condition and the employment; or date of
employee’s last exposure.
B. Civil Employee
If the claim is timely filed, it is then determined if the claimant was an
“employee” within the meaning of the law. The FECA covers all civilian
Federal employees except for non-appropriated fund employees.
Temporary employees are covered on the same basis as permanent
employees. Also, part-time, seasonal, and intermittent employees are
covered.
C. Fact of Injury or Occupational Disease or Illness
Once the requirements of time and civil employee have been met, the
employee must establish the burden of proof if an injury or disease was
sustained. Injuries sustained in the performance of duty are separated
into two categories:
Two factors are involved in the determination of whether the employee did
in fact suffer the injury:
1) Occurrence of the Event: Did the incident occur at the time, place
and in the manner claimed? Determination is based on factual
evidence, including statements from employees, manager/supervisor,
and any witnesses. An injury need not be witnessed in order to be
compensable. A manager/supervisor who believes, however, that the
employee’s testimony is contrary to the facts, manager/supervisor
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should supply pertinent information to support his/her beliefs. To
controvert Continuation of Pay (COP) and/or to Challenge the claim, this
process should be done at time of submission and employee should be
advised.
2) Existence of a Medical Condition: Determination must be made to
decide whether accident or employment factor resulted in an injury or
disease? The attending physician’s statement will determine that a
medical condition is present that could be related to the accident or
employment factor, though the medical report need not relate the
condition to the incident. The FECA does not provide for payment of
expenses associated with simple exposure to an infectious disease
without the occurrence of a work-related injury. Both a work-related
injury and exposure to a known carrier must occur before OWCP can
pay for diagnostic testing. (Fear of exposure to an infectious agent does
not entitle the worker to benefits under the FECA, since no definable
injury has occurred.)
D. Performance of Duty
If the first three requirements have been accepted, performance of duty
(POD) when the injury occurred must be established. An injury is
generally said to have occurred in the performance of duty if the injury
arose as specified below.
1) Agency Premises includes areas immediately outside the building,
such as steps and sidewalks if they are federally owned or maintained.
a. Outside Working Hours - Coverage is extended to employees
who are on the premises for a reasonable time before or after
working hours. (Not extended if visiting the premises for non-work
related reasons.)
b. Representation Functions - Injuries to employees performing
representation functions entitling them to official time are covered.
c. Parking Facilities - owned, controlled or managed are considered
agency premises
2) Off-Premises Injuries coverage is extended to workers who are sent
on errands or special missions and workers who perform services at
home.
a. To and From Work - Employees are not eligible for coverage when
injured en route between work and home, except when the agency
furnishes transportation to and from work, when employee is
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required to travel during a curfew or emergency, or the employee is
required to use their personal vehicle during the workday.
b. Lunch Hour - Lunch hour injuries off the premises are not covered
unless the employee is in travel status or is performing regular
duties off premise.
c. Travel Status - Employees in a travel status may be covered for
reasonable incidents of their temporary duty. When filing a claim
for injuries that occur in a travel status, a copy of the travel
authorization should be included.
d. Vehicular Accidents - A police report should be attached to any
claim involving a traffic accident, along with a diagram or map
showing the location of the accident.
3) Other Factors. Injuries that occur under other circumstances not
governed by the premises rules must be determined on a case by case
basis. They may include, but not limited to:
a. Recreation - Formal recreation, for which an employee is paid or
required to perform as a part of training or assigned duties.
Informal recreation, such as a physical fitness or physical training
activity, agency sponsors or directs.
b. Horseplay - Horseplay is covered if the activity was one, which
could be reasonably expected where a group of workers are closely
associated for extended periods of time. Determination must be
made on whether activity was a reasonable incident of the
employment or if it was an isolated event.
c. Assault - Injury or death caused by another person may be
covered if it is established that the assault was accidental and
resulted out of an activity directly related to the work.
d. Emergencies - Employees who may step outside the realm of
employment to assist in an emergency situation are covered.

E. Causal Relationship
Between the condition claimed and the injury or disease sustained is
determined after the four (4) previous factors have been considered. This
factor is based entirely on medical evidence provided by physicians who
have examined and treated the employee.
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1) Kinds of Causal Relationship. Relationship to the injury or disease
may be determined in any one of four (4) ways:
a. Direct Causation - Injury or factors of employment result in the
condition claimed through a natural and unbroken sequence.
b. Aggravation - Pre-existing condition is worsened, either
temporarily or permanently, by a work-related injury.
c. Acceleration - Work related injury or disease may hasten the
development of an underlying condition.
d. Precipitation - Latent condition, which would not have manifested
itself on this occasion but for the employment.

2) Medical Evidence. Medical opinion is required, and must come from
a physician who has examined or treated the employee for the
condition claimed, for resolution. Medical must also be provided for
pre-existing conditions involving the same part of the body,
differentiating the effects of the employment-related injury or disease
from the pre-exiting condition. OWCP district medical director/advisor
may request additional medical opinion from a specialist in the medical
field pertinent to the injury or disease.
3) Consequential and Intervening Injuries. An injury that occurs
outside the performance of duty that affects the compensability of a
work-related injury.
a. A new injury, which occurs as a work-related injury, is considered a
consequential injury.
b. An injury, which occurs outside the performance of duty to the
same part of the body originally injured, is considered an
intervening injury.
F. Statutory Exclusions
Circumstances of a claim may raise the issues of willful misconduct,
intention to bring about the injury or death of oneself or another, or
intoxication. Benefits may not be payable if an injury is sustained as a
result of:
•

Willful misconduct – Deliberate.

•

Intoxication (whether by alcohol or illegal drugs). The record must
establish both the extent to which the employee was intoxicated at the
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time of injury and the particular manner in which the intoxication
caused the injury.
•

Intent to injure self or others. If the factual and medical evidence
show that the employee was not in full possession of their faculties, the
injury may be compensable.
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3. CONTINUATION OF PAY (COP)
Continuation of Pay (COP) is continuation of regular pay up to 45 calendar
days for periods of disability and or medical care, which occur in connection
with a Traumatic Injury. COP must begin within 45 days of the injury.
A. Entitlement –
Permanent and Temporary employees are entitled to COP when
Traumatic Injury is reported within 30 days. Medical documentation must
support all periods of COP. Normally, COP will begin the day following
the date of the traumatic injury. Except for Injuries that occurred prior to
the start of the workday, then COP will begin on date of injury. Medical
documentation must be received within 10 days of the injury to receive
COP and COP will be terminated if medical documentation is not received
within the allotted time frame. For any additional details, please contact
your worker’s compensation specialist.
1) Leave Usage:
a. The use of annual and sick leave will be counted against the 45
days of entitlement of COP. Therefore, COP is not extended
beyond 45 days of the combined absences.
b. Decision to use leave over COP is not irrevocable. Employee who
uses leave can later elect COP within one year of the leave usage
or date the case is accepted by OWCP, whichever is later.
2) Annual or sick leave cannot be required when a Traumatic Injury is
sustained. In the event claim is not approved, the supervisor will then
retroactively change days of COP used to appropriate leave.
B. Controversion of COP –
The agency may refuse paying COP for any one of the nine (9) reasons,
provided FECA. These nine (9) reasons are listed on the Instructions for
completing Form CA-1. The agency may dispute an employees right to
receive COP on other grounds, for instance, employee was not performing
assigned duties when the injury occurred or condition claimed was not a
result of work related injury. Evidence such as witness statements,
pictures, accident reports, or time sheets would support objections to
COP. Advise employee of controversion.
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C. Unacceptable Reasons for Controverting COP
1) Injury was not witnessed
2) Employee was careless
3) Employee is a “bad” employee and doesn’t deserve any benefits
When controverting COP the validity of the claim is not being questioned, just the
entitlement to COP. If the validity of the claim is challenged, all allegations must
be reported to OWCP by factual evidence.
D. Calculating COP
1) The pay rate for COP purposes is equal to the employee’s regular
weekly pay rate excluding overtime pay.
2) Changes in pay, which would have occurred during the 45-day period
are to be reflected, i.e., promotions, changes to lower grade, and step
increases.
3) The first day of COP is the day following the Date of Injury (DOI) when
there is an immediate time loss.
4) If there is immediate time loss on the DOI and if the employee was
injured during official work hours, time lost is then charged to
Administrative Leave.
5) If employee is injured before work hours and there is immediate time
loss, the first day of COP is the DOI.
6) If disability wasn’t immediate, the time line begins on the first return to
work date – so long as it was within the 45 days of DOI.
7) If continual disability for work begins within 45 days after the first return
to work, and all 45 days of COP haven’t been used, then COP
continues until 45 days of COP have been used.
8) If the disability for work was intermittent, COP can be used only up to
45 calendar days after the first return to work – even if less than 45
days have been used.
9) COP looks at calendar days, not just workdays.
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10) Using any part of a day towards COP makes it a COP day
(1 hr COP = 1 day COP). (If the employee is absent for the remaining
workday, time loss should be covered by leave, LWOP, or AWOL,
since the absence is beyond the time needed to obtain medical
treatment and cannot be charged to COP.)
11) Medical documentation for time lost must be certified by physician.
12) COP is charged for weekends and holidays if medical evidence shows
injured worker (IW) was disabled on those days.
13) Determining factors for COP are disability for work or absence for
obtaining medical care for injury.
E. Light Duty and COP
1) When medical condition shows employee is no longer totally disabled,
employee is required to return to work (RTW) in any reasonable and
suitable light or limited duty offer.
2) If offer is refused, COP should be terminated as of the date of refusal
or after five (5) days from date of offer, whichever is earlier. OWCP
will then make formal decision.
3) If the effects of the injury require that an employee lose elements of
pay (e.g., the assignment of a night shift worker to a day shift in order
to perform prescribed light duty), COP should be granted for the lost
elements of pay (e.g., night differential).
4) Assignment of light or restricted duties, without a personnel action and
without loss of pay, is not counted as continued pay under section
8118 and does not decrease the number of days available to the
claimant. 20 C.F.R. 10.217.
F. Recurrences –
If an employee suffers a recurrence of the disability, they may use the
remainder of the COP if no more than 45 days have elapsed since the
date of the first return to work. If recurrence begins later than 45 days
after the first return to work, the agency should not pay COP even though
some entitlement may remain unused. A period which begins before the
45 day deadline and continues beyond it may be charged to COP as long
as the period of time is uninterrupted.
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G. Terminating COP –
Where the employer has paid COP, it may be stopped only when at least
one of the following occurs:

1)
2)

Medical evidence is not received within 10 calendar days after the
claim is submitted.
Medical evidence shows that the employee is not disabled from
his/her regular position.

3)

Medical evidence shows that the employee is capable of performing
light duty, and the employee has refused a suitable written job offer.

4)

Employee returns to work with no loss of pay.

5)

Employee’s period of employment expires.

6)

OWCP directs the employer to stop COP.

7)

COP has been paid for 45 days.
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H. References
Publication CA-810
Publication CA-550
20 CFR 10.200-10.224
FECA as amended, 5 U.S.C. 8101 et seq.
FECA Procedure Manual, 2-0807
Online Training and Presentations on the DFEC homepage:
http://www.dol.gov/
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4. CLAIMS PROCESSING –
Certain procedures and responsibilities have to be accomplished once the
forms and information have reached OWCP for appropriate adjudication of
claim.
A. Initial Processing –
Once claim is received with all supporting documentation (when possible)
claim number will be assigned to the case. OWCP will notify the
employee and agency once claim has been received. Uncontroverted
claims with medical bills totaling less than $1500 will be administratively
closed by OWCP. Thos claims not meeting that criteria will be assigned to
a claims examiner for formal adjudication. When additional information is
required, the claims examiner will notify the employee by letter with a copy
to all parties to the claim.
B. Requesting Information –
Request for information is request by written notification. The employee
and the agency is entitled to receive under the Privacy Act, one copy of
the case file from OWCP free of charge. Request for records is not
necessary under the Freedom of Information Act.
C. Representation –
Representation is not required, but if employee desires to be represented
they must designate in writing before OWCP will recognize them, and they
can only have one representative at a time. Such representatives may
include, attorney, union representatives, family member or friend. OWCP
does not pay representative fees. However, OWCP must approve such
payments before payment is made by employee .
D. Third Party. OWCP may seek damages if a party other than the injured employee or
another employee of the agency appears to be responsible. OWCP may
advise the employee to request damages from that individual, company,
or product manufacturer. Supervisors are encouraged by OWCP to
investigate the possible Third Party of any claim and provide all
information obtained. An employee should not attempt to settle claim
without first obtaining approval from OWCP. Medical and compensation
benefits will be paid while claim is pending against possible Third Party. If
any monies are awarded, OWCP will determine distribution.
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E. Burden of Proof –
Responsibility for establishing Burden of Proof is the claimant’s. OWCP
will assist the claimant to meet this responsibility. By law, any information
requested by OWCP is to be provided by the agency, but this does not
relieve the claimant from their responsibility of burden of proof to provide
medical or factual evidence to adjudicate their claim. When this process is
not timely met, delays in OWCP adjudicating cases and paying claims will
result. Information requested by OWCP should be received within 30
days from the date of the request. When additional evidence is requested
by OWCP to the supervisor, a copy will be sent to the employee and vice
versa. Once claim is accepted, the burden of proof shifts from the
employee to OWCP.
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5. CHALLENGING VALIDITY OF CLAIMS
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5. CHALLENGING VALIDITY OF CLAIMS –
If the validity of a claim is questioned, the supervisor should investigate the
circumstances and report the results to OWCP. However, filing of the claim
should not be delayed.
A. Allegations
Must be supported by factual evidence.
1) Different Versions of incident by several witnesses, whose accounts
differ, should provide supervisor with written statements of their
information.
2) Previous Injury – Agency should request statements from witnesses if
on the date on the claimed injury the appearance of a previous
condition or injury.
3) Time Frame – Agency should provide written statement if the injury is
reported after a lapsed time from the reported date of injury.
4) Outside of Employment – If employed outside of the agency and
injury is claimed, supervisor should inquire about the duties of the
other employment and report it to OWCP.
B. Notifications and Decisions –
OWCP will notify employee by letter when claim is accepted, additional
information is requested, or denied.
1) Hearing – Employee is entitled to an oral hearing, requested in writing
within 30 days of the decision and if reconsideration has not already
been requested. The request for oral hearing should be sent to the
Branch of Hearings and Review at the address stated in the decision
letter and hearings will be held within 100 miles of the employee’s
home. Employee may provide oral testimony or written evidence in
support of the case. If review of the record is chosen, employee may
not present oral testimony but may submit additional written evidence.
Agency will be notified of the date and time and may send
representative to the hearing and request a copy of the transcript
unless specifically invited by the employee or the OWCP
representative. The agency may not participate in the proceedings.
OWCP will allow the agency representative 20 days to submit
additional comments or documents, which will then grant the employee
an additional 20 days to review and comment. OWCP will then issue a
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formal decision, which will include further appeal rights for the
employee.
2) Reconsideration – Employee is entitled to a reconsideration of a
formal decision requested in writing within one (1) year of the date that
the formal decision was issued. This request should include the
reason for the reconsideration and be supported by relevant evidence
not previously submitted. If criteria is met, OWCP will provide the
agency with a copy of the request and allow 20 days for additional
comments and/or documents to be submitted. The employee will be
allowed to review and comment for an additional 20 days from the date
that the formal decision was issued. OWCP will then issue a formal
decision, which will include further appeal rights for the employee.
3) Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB) – A request by
the employee for the ECAB to review should be requested within 90
days of the date of decision if residing within the continual U.S. or
Canada, and 180 days if residing elsewhere and filed directly with the
ECAB at the address shown in the formal decision. ECAB may for
good cause excuse failure for timely file if request is received within
one (1)year of the date of decision. This is the highest authority in
FECA claims. New evidence is not considered when ECAB is
reviewing the case.
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6. BENEFITS UNDER FECA
Medical services are authorized for treatment of any condition, which is
casually related to factors of federal employment. There is no monetary limit
imposed on the amount of medical expenses or for the length of time for
which they are paid. Reasonable and customary fees must be shown for the
services and treatment that are required. Medical bills may be reduced due
to exceeding the amount allowed by the OWCP Fee Schedule.
Examinations, treatment, and related services such as, medications,
hospitalization, and transportation are included in medical care. Preventative
care is not authorized.
A. Physician Definition–
A physician is defined as a surgeon, podiatrist, dentist, clinical
psychologist, optometrist, osteopathic, practitioners, and chiropractor
within the scope as defined by state law. The term “physician” doesn’t
include physician assistants or nurse practitioners.
1) Chiropractors may be reimbursed only for treatment consisting of
manual manipulation of the spine to correct a subluxation as
demonstrated by X-ray to exist, except that a chiropractor may also
provide services in the nature of physical therapy under the direction of
a physician. (A subluxation is defined as an incomplete dislocation, off
centering, misalignment, fixation or abnormal spacing of the vertebrae
anatomically, which must be demonsratable on any X-ray film.) If
Form CA-16, is issued to a chiropractor of emergency care and the
condition is diagnosed other than a subluxation, then OWCP will honor
the charges incurred and terminate the authority of the Form CA-16.
Employee is then entitled to select another attending physician.
2) Excluded Physicians include those whose licenses to practice
medicine have been suspended or revoked by a state licensing or
regulatory authority or who have been excluded from payment under
FECA.
B. Physician Choice –
The entitlement to choose a physician for initial treatment is made by the
employee.
1) Employee may choose any licensed physician who is not excluded or
if available, may choose to be treated at a Government medical facility.
Employing agency may not interfere with the employee’s right to
choose a physician or require an employee to go to a physician who is
employed by the agency or under a contract. However, except for
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referral by the attending physician, any change in treating physicians
after the initial choice must be authorized by the OWCP; otherwise,
OWCP will not be liable for the expenses of the treatment and the
employee may be responsible for the cost of the unauthorized medical
care.
2) Physician Referrals – Initial physician may refer employee to
facilities, which provide laboratory services, X-rays, or the services of
specialists.
3) Change of Physician – Authorization for any change of a treating
physician, other than a referral must be authorized by OWCP or
payment will not be made for treatment. This request should be made
in writing to include the reason for request.
4) Transfer of Medical Facility – Agencies do not have the authority to
transfer medical care. If medical care is not available locally or the
transfer of medical care is recommended, the agency must contact
OWCP.
C. Medical Treatment –
The following medical treatment and services should be approved by
OWCP to guarantee payment in advance. Treating physician is
responsible for requesting services:
1) Non emergency surgery may not be approved without Second opinion.
2) Medical supplies, to include hospital beds, wheel chairs, etc.
3) Private hospital rooms.
4) Orthopedic shoes and appliances.
5) Nursing homes.
6) Physical Therapy.
7) Lip reading and hearing aid services.
8) Hearing and Seeing Eye dogs.
9) Health Club Memberships.
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D. Request from OWCP –
Sometimes medical issues which can’t be resolved due to a different
opinion from treating physician and the district medical director/OWCP
Advisor, an opinion will then be requested from a physician who
specializes in the field pertinent to the injury. OWCP will arrange and
advise the employee of the examination. Employee will be compensated
for the travel expenses and wage loss due to the examination. OWCP is
responsible for the payment of the additional examination. If the
employee fails to report for scheduled medical examination, benefits will
be suspended by OWCP.
E. Request from Agency –
FECA does not address the issue of medical examinations requested by
the employing agency. OPM Regulations 339 and 353 grant agency’s
authority to arrange for a medical examination of any employee who files a
compensation claim by a physician of the agency’s choice and expense.
This examination is used for the sole purpose to determine if the
employee can work in some sort of capacity. The medical examination
cannot be used to intimidate the employee and the results of the exam
may not affect the entitlement of compensation.
F. Bill Payment –
Payment and reimbursement for OWCP will be for only those services for
work-related injuries. Medical documentation or clinical notes from the
physician is required to support date of medical service.
All bills must include, at a minimum, employee’s Name, Provider Name
and Address, Diagnosis, Itemized List of Services with Charges, Tax
Identification number, and Provider Identification Number. Bill must be
itemized for the evaluation of the charges. Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) Code for each medical, surgical, X-Ray, or laboratory
service should be shown on the bill along with the Date of Service for
which the service or supply was provided.
Bills will not be paid, unless they are received by OWCP on/or before
December 31st of the year following the calendar year, for which the
expense was incurred or the claim was first accepted by OWCP,
whichever was the later. Bills will be paid according to the amount
allowed by the OWCP Fee Schedule. If the charges are reduced due to
exceeding the amount allowed by the OWCP Fee Schedule, the employee
is not liable for the difference.
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1) Forms –
a. AMA Standard Billing Form OWCP-1500a/HCFA 1500.
Physicians
Dentists
Nursing Services
Laboratory, E-Ray Facilities
Chiropractors
Therapists
Medical Suppliers
b. UB-82 or UB-92
Hospital
Nursing Homes
c. NCPDP Universal Billing Form or Equivalent
Pharmacy
Provider Letter head
d. Provider Letterhead
Ambulance
e. CA-915 Claim for Medical Reimbursement (out of pocket expenses)
Prescription Drugs
Medical Appointments
Medical Supplies
f. OWCP – 957 Medical Travel Refund Request (Medical Care Only)
Private Auto – Standard Mileage Rate for Government travel
Bus
Subway
Taxi
Special Equipped Vehicle
g. Incorrect Payments - If an incorrect payment, either partially or
totally is received, the check should be returned to OWCP
immediately, (if you know that it is incorrect).
2) Medical Provider Payment Enrollment Process Affiliated Computer Services (ACS).
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a. Provider must enroll with Affiliated Computer Services (ACS) –
Enrollment Unit, http://owcp.dol.acs-inc.com in order for bills to be
paid.
b. Provider Checklist:
Provider enrolled with ACS/ACS Provider Number on bill.
FECA Case Number on medical bill and all documentation.
Medical Documentation submitted to OWCP.
Prior Authorization requested.
Diagnosis Code from injured employee/OWCP letter.
3) Submission of Medical Bills/Documentation.
a. U.S. Dept of Labor
Central Mailroom
P.O. Box 8300
London, KY 40742-8300
b. Claim Number should be on all documentation submitted in the
upper right hand corner.
G. Compensation –
There are various forms of compensation benefits available to injured
employees and survivors in death claims. With a work-related disability
you may be entitled, depending on the nature and extent of the disability
incurred, to receive one or more types of wage-loss compensation.
Compensation is based on loss of wages and payable after continuation of
pay has expired, or when pay loss begins as the result of continuing
injury-related disability. No compensation is payable during a three (3)
day waiting period for a disability that lasts more than fourteen (14) days.
If COP is used, the three (3) day waiting period will begin after the 45th day
of COP.
1) Disability Benefits a. Generally during the short term (the first 45 days or less), and if the
injury is a traumatic injury and certain other conditions are met, the
employee receives “continuation of pay.”
b. If the employee’ medical disability appears that it is going to
continue for at least 60 days, OWCP will place them on the periodic
roll and will continue loss wage compensation through the date as
supported by medical documentation.
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c. Agency may compensate the employee for the difference in wages
if OWCP determines medical evidence demonstrates the employee
can perform duties of a lower paying job.
d. The employee’s survivors also may receive death benefits.
2) Pay Rate - The pay rate or salary used to compute compensation
benefits is the one in effect on Date of Injury, Date that disability
begins, or Date of recurrence, whichever is greater.
a. 75% of employee’s salary if the employee has dependents
b. 66-2/3% of employee’s salary if there are no dependents
c. Workers’ Compensation Benefits are Tax Free
3) Death Benefits - Survivors of federal employees whose death is workrelated are entitled to benefits including compensation payments,
funeral expenses, and transportation expenses for the remains.
Survivors who are eligible for compensation are:
a. Widow/Widower
b. Unmarried child, under the age of 18; or, over the age of 18 if
incapable of self support, due to mental or physical disability.
c. Child between 18-23, who has not completed four (4) years of post
high school education and is regularly, enrolled in a fulltime course
of study.
d. Parent, brother, sister, grandparent, or grandchild who was wholly
or partially dependant on the deceased.
e. Compensation Payment Rates
Surviving Spouse – No eligible children –
50% of deceased’s salary. Paid to spouse until death or
remarriage if under age 55. If spouse is under 55 and
remarries, OWCP makes lump sum payments equal to twenty
four (24) times the monthly compensation at the time of
remarriage. Remarriage after 55 does not affect benefits.
Surviving Spouse who has eligible children 45% of the deceased’s salary – Additional 15% is payable for
each child up to a maximum of 75% of the deceased’s salary.
No spouse, with children -
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1st child is entitled to 40% and each additional child is entitled to
15% of deceased salary to a maximum of 75%.
No spouse no children May be entitled to various percentages of the deceased salary
by FECA according to degree of dependents.
f. Burial and Funeral Expense – A maximum of $800 may be paid for
burial and funeral expenses. If employee’s death occurs away from
their area of residence, transporting costs of the body to the place
of burial or cremation will be paid in full. An additional $200
allowance will be paid.
g. Death Gratuity - If applicable, a death gratuity for Federal
employees (and employees of non appropriated fund
instrumentalities) authorizes the United States to pay up to
$100,000.00 to the survivors of “an employee who dies of injuries
incurred in connection with the employee’s service with an Armed
Force in a contingency operation”.
4) Scheduled Awards - Compensation is provided for permanent loss or
loss of use of specified member, functions and organs of the body, for
specific periods of time, once employee has reached maximum
medical improvement, determined by treating physician.
Compensation Scheduled is available at
http://www.dol.gov/esa/owcp/dfec/regs/compliance/DFECfolio/agencyh
b.pdf. Permanent impairment of the brain, heart, or back is excluded
from schedule award consideration under the FECA. However, if an
employee suffers such impairment, the employee may be
compensated as if it were a total disability. To file a claim for a
Scheduled Award, you must submit a Form CA-7, Claim for
Compensation, or by a narrative letter and medical documentation.
Scheduled Awards can be paid even if the employee has returned to
work; however, employees may not receive wage loss compensation
and a scheduled award concurrently for the same injury.
5) Disfigurement – If a work related injury results in a disfigurement to
the face, head, or neck, FECA provides for an award of compensation
not to exceed $3500, if the disfigurement will likely be a handicap in
maintaining or securing employment.
6) Attendance Allowance – If the employee is unable to care for their
physical needs, such as feeding, bathing, or dressing, an attendance
allowance of up to $1500 per month may be paid. Attendants must be
certified.
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7) House and Vehicular Modifications – If an injury severally restricts
mobility, independence and functions of living for either a prolong
period or permanently, they may be entitled to house or vehicular
modifications.
8) Dual Benefits – FECA prohibits payments of compensation and
certain Federal benefits at the same time. However, you are not
prohibited from filing for benefits from more than one (1) Government
program at one time.
a. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) - At the same time filing
for FECA benefits you should also apply for OPM Annuities.
However, you will be prohibited from receiving both OPM and
OWCP at the same time.
b. Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) - If you are entitled to OWCP
compensation and VA benefits, you may need to elect between the
two, if the disability or death resulted from an injury sustained in
Federal civilian employment in certain instances.
c. Social Security – You may receive OWCP compensation and
Social Security benefits at the same time subject to income
limitations by the Social Security Administration.
d. Other Federal Income – You may receive OWCP compensation
concurrently with retirement pay, retainer pay, military retired pay,
equivalent pay in the Armed Forces or other uniform services
subject to reduction of such pay in accordance with 5 U.S.C
5532(b)
Severance Pay may be received concurrently with OWCP
compensation with a scheduled award or loss in wage earning
capacity, but not with compensation for a total temporary total
disability. However, separation pay may constitute a dual
benefit and the agency should contact OWCP for further
guidance.
Unemployment Compensation may be received concurrently
with OWCP benefits.
9) Computing Compensation – Loss wage Compensation is based on a
percentage of the employee’s salary (or a statutory pay rate). Checks
may be sent to a financial institution or a beneficiary, which they may
designate, but they may not be sent in care of the employee’s
representative unless conservatorship or guardianship is established.
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a. The pay rate for both disability and death claims to compute
payments is the pay that is in effect on the date of injury, date of
recurrence, or date disability begins, whichever is higher.
b. Additional pay included in salary, reported by the supervisor are:
Night Shift
Sunday Differential
Hazard Pay
Holiday Pay
Dirty Work Pay
Quarters Allowance
Post Differential (Overseas employees)
Extra pay authorized by the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) for
employees who receive annual premium pay for standby duty
and who also earn and use leave on the basis of their entire tour
of duty, including periods of standby duty.
Overtime pay included for administratively uncontrollable work
covered under 5 U.S.C. 5545©2).
c. Compensation Rate 75% of employee’s salary if the employee has dependents
66-2/3% of employee’s salary if there are no dependents
Workers’ Compensation Benefits are Tax Free
d. Cost-of-Living Increases – Increases in the cost of living for the
preceding calendar year is determined each March 1st. In order to
receive cost of living increases you had to be entitled to
compensation for at least one year before March 1st.
H. Leave Buy-Back
Leave repurchase is an entitlement for compensation purposes. It is
computed the same way as compensation for loss of wages. Because
leave is paid at 100%, the employee has the responsibility of repaying the
agency for any additional cost of the repurchased leave.
I. Nurse Services
1) OWCP – Registered Nurses (RNs) under contract meet with
employees, physicians, and agency representatives, ensuring proper
medical care is being provided and to assist employees in returning to
work.
2) AGENCY– OWCP RNs may coordinate care with agency nurse.
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J. Vocational Rehabilitation Services
1) FECA provides vocational rehabilitation services to assist employees
in returning to gainful employment within their physical, emotional, and
educational abilities. Attending physician can also request
rehabilitation services for those with extended disabilities, along with
OWCP, when agency cannot reemploy the employee.
Rehabilitation Counselors develop plans to include selective
placement with previous employer, new employer, counseling,
guidance, testing, work evaluations, training, and job follow-up.
Once plan is completed, employee is given 90 days placement
suspense to find a job.
OWCP may determine employee’s wage-earning capacity on the
basis of a position which the medical evidence indicates employee
can perform once the 90 day placement suspense is reached..
Should employee refuse to participate in Rehabilitation Program or
refuse to make a good faith effort to obtain reemployment, OWCP
may reduce or terminate compensation depending on the
circumstances of the refusal. OWCP will issue a formal decision,
including appeal rights.
2) Assisted Reemployment – OWCP Program for Agency’s that have had
a difficult time in placing injured employees back to work. OWCP may
reimburse an employer who was not the employer at the time of injury
for part of the salary of a reemployed worker.
1) It is available to Federal employers as well as to State and local
governments and the private sector.
2) The rate for reimbursement may not exceed 75 percent of the
employee’s gross wage.
3) Salary reimbursement may extend for up to 36 continuous months,
but will not continue if reimbursement period is interrupted by a
recurrence of disability due to the accepted condition.
4) The subsidy may not be transferred from one employer to another.
K. Federal Employees’ Health Benefits (FEHB) and Optional Life
Insurance (OLI) Deductions for FEHB and OLI coverage is deducted by OWCP if entitled.
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1) FEHB - Compensation must be for at least 28 days for deductions to
be made.
a. Disability - Employee was enrolled in FEHB at the time of injury,
plan will continue while compensating is being paid.
b. Death – FEHB may continue for the surviving family members if the
deceased was enrolled in self and family at the time of death and at
least one covered family member receives compensation as a
surviving beneficiary under FECA.
c. Transfer – If the employee will be on OWCP for more than six (6)
months, agency will transfer FEHB enrollment to OWCP. When
employee returns employee to duty, OWCP will transfer FEHB back
to the agency. If employee elects an annuity from OPM, OWCP will
transfer enrollment to OPM. Changes in FEHB may be made
during “open-season” each year with OWCP.
2) OLI – For the first 12 months when receiving compensation, OWCP
will deduct the employee’s portion of their FEGLI premium from their
compensation check. If compensation is for more than one (1) year
employee will have the option to convert to a private policy.

L. LEAVE –
Annual Leave and Sick Leave are not accrued while receiving
compensation. Unused over-ceiling annual leave (over 240 hours per
leave year) will be permanently forfeited unless specific conditions are
met. The leave must be scheduled and approved in writing before the
start of the 3rd biweekly pay period prior to the end of the leave year (midNovember). The employee can then submit a request through their
manager/supervisor stating they were incapacitated for the scheduled
leave period and were unable to reschedule.
M. Retirement Contributions –
CSRS and FERS Contributions are suspended while receiving
compensation.
N. Thrift Savings Plan –
TSP Contributions and Loan Payments are suspended while receiving
compensation.
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O. Miscellaneous Deductions Payments for union dues, child support, alimony, and any similarly
established deductions remain the responsibility of the employee.
P. Credible Service
Employees, under 5 U.S.C. 8151, who recovers within one (1) year of
starting compensation, have mandatory retention rights to either old
position or its equivalent, regardless of whether they are still on the
agency rolls or not. If full recovery occurs, or partially recovery, they are
entitled to priority consideration, as long as application is made within 30
days of the date compensation ceases. The regulations on retention
rights are contained in 5 CFR 353, 302, and 330. and are administered by
OPM, not OWCP.

1) Retirement: The period an employee receives compensation counts
toward their retirement service date. When Returned To Work (RTW)
in the Federal government, depending upon separation conditions, the
time on the OWCP rolls will be credited upon the following conditions:
a. Compensationer: No Annuity
b. Re-Employed Annuitant: Approved Annuity
Agency should counsel employee upon retirement that “OWCP is not a
retirement system”. File for OPM benefits within one (1) year of agency
separation. If you withdraw your contributions and you do not die from
your accepted condition with OWCP, your beneficiaries will not be entitled
to OWCP or OPM benefits.
2) Service Computation Date (SCD) - The period an employee receives
compensation counts toward the SCD for leave.
3) Within Grade Increase Date - The waiting periods for within grade
increases remain the same; however, the employee will not receive
within grade increases until they return to duty.
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7. REEMPLOYMENT
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7. REEMPLOYMENT
When injured employee’s medical evidence shows condition has either ended
or employee can return to work (RTW) in light or limited duty who can work
four (4) or more hours a day, (Agency) is encouraged to bring employee back
to work, giving employee hope in their future when reemployment is an
agency consideration. Employee is expected to accept the offer, in
accordance with (IAW) 5 U.S.C. 8106. Offer should be compatible within
medical restrictions of job related injury and including any non-related medical
conditions.
Regardless of how long employees have received compensation, the
following procedures apply when considering job offers:
A. Medical Evidence
1) Current medical documentation with medical limitations within 6
months.
2) If not current, request OWCP to request current/updated medical
restrictions from treating physician.
B. Job Offer Elements
There are two (2) types of recovery when job offer is being considered and
agency must keep position available for entire time of offer:
1) If employee is expected to RTW to job held at time of injury. The job
offer elements to be considered are:
a. Position held at time of injury, modified with medical limitations.
b. Another Position at same salary as position held at time of injury.
c. Position at lower salary than position held at time of injury. If this is
the case, employee is entitled to any loss wage compensation by
OWCP.

2) If employee has not RTW for more than one (1) year, the job offer
should include:
a. Description of duties to be performed.
b. Medical restrictions, with any special demands.
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c. Organizational and geographical location of job.
d. Date on which job will be available (Start Date).
e. Date by which a response to the job offer is required.
f. Relocation Expenses – Must be included in offer, if applicable.
20 CFR 10.508, injured employee who relocates to accept a
suitable job offer after termination from agency rolls may receive
payment or reimbursement of moving expenses from the
compensation fund. Former employees who move voluntarily and
are offered reemployments at their former installations are
generally not entitled to payment of relocation expenses. Eligibility
– distance between the two locations must be at least 50 miles and
the job must be medically and vocationally suitable. OWCP will
make suitability decision of job offer. However, the regulations
state specifically that “the agency may offer suitable employment at
the employee’s former duty station or other location” and that
relocation expenses will be payable in either case.

3) Employee Acceptance/Declination Statement
4) Offer must be made in writing and sent to employee:
a. Return Receipt Requested, and by,
b. Regular Mail
5) Copy of offer sent to OWCP at same time being sent to employee.
C. Employee’s Response
Agency should provide to OWCP when in receipt.
1) Acceptance – Employee accepts job offer.
2) No Response – OWCP considers same as refusal of job offer and will
terminate benefits and issue a formal decision.
3) Refusal with No Explanation – Employee refuses job offer with no
explanation, OWCP will terminate benefits and issue a formal decision.
4) Refusal with Explanation – OWCP will evaluate employee’s reason
for refusal of job offer and determine if reasonable cause has been show.
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If so, agency will be notified and employee’s compensation will continue
while decision is being made. If not, OWCP will advise employee and
allow additional 15 days to RTW. If employee doesn’t RTW, OWCP will
terminate benefits and issue a formal decision.

D. Job Suitability OWCP determines if Job Offer is suitable.
1) OWCP will notify employee, in writing, that they are expected to accept
job or show reasonable cause for refusal
2) OWCP will advice employee that failure to accept job or to respond
within 30 days will result in termination of compensation payments.
E. Temporary Job Offers
There is only one condition that agency can offer a Temporary Job to an
injured employee:
1) Employee was a temporary employee at time of injury.
2) Did not RTW prior to Temporary Appointment ending.
3) Offer must be for 90 days.
F. Separation from Employment –
1) Reduction in Force (RIF) - Employee status with established wageearning capacity does not change if RIF is across the board.
2) Removal for Cause – If employee is separated for misconduct and
whose removal is wholly unconnected to the work-related injury
employee is not entitled to further compensation benefits.
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8. RECORDS MANAGEMENT
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8. RECORDS MANAGEMENT –
Basic responsibilities of employees, managers/supervisors and agency injury
compensation specialist.
A. Employees
1) Report every injury to your manager/supervisor and then follow the
procedures set forth in the section below on Filing OWCP Claims.
Submit all required documentation to OWCP and upon request within
time requirements.
2) Return to work as soon as your doctor allows you to do so. If light duty
is appropriate as the result of your injury, your employing agency
representative, i.e., the person assigned by your region or office to
handle OWCP claims, should provide you a copy of your job
description and a Duty Status Report, CA-17 to provide to your
physician so he/she can determine what work, including what light duty
work, you can perform.
3) If your agency provides you with a written description of light duty
work, you must provide a copy to your physician and ask if and when
you may perform the duties as described.
4) If your treating physician recommends MRI, physical therapy, surgery,
or any other medical treatment, it must be authorized by OWCP prior
to receiving treatment. If an employee does not receive prior
authorization, they may be responsible for expenses incurred.
5) Employee – Burden of Proof.
Establishing facts/elements of claim
Timeliness
6) Accountability:
Comply with all safety regulations.
Stop all unsafe acts
Keep emergency data current
7) Communication:
Treating Physician – ACS Payment information and authorizations
Medical Providers - ACS Bill Payment information authorizations
Supervisor
Injury Compensation Specialists
OWCP
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B. MANAGERS/SUPERVISORS
Case Management begins when injury occurs.
1) Insure all OWCP and Agency Regulations and Policy’s are current.
2) Checklist for Filing Claims When an Injury Occurs (See Appendix).
a. Advise employees on rights and responsibilities.
b. Complete the supervisor’s portion of the required form and submit
forms to OWCP in a timely manner:
Notice of Injury Form - Form CA-1, or Notice of Occupational
Disease Form CA-2, whichever form is appropriate, within 10
workdays of receipt from employee.
Wage Loss/Permanent Impairment – Form CA-7 within 5
workdays of receipt from employee.
c. If the employee has suffered a traumatic injury, authorize COP
immediately, if appropriate, and inform employee of right to elect
continuation of regular pay (COP), or annual or sick leave if time
loss will occur.
d. If the employee suffers from an occupational illness or disease,
inform the employee of the need to complete Form CA-2 “Notice of
Occupational Disease and Claim for Compensation.” In addition to
the completed CA-2, the employee, in coordination with the
employer, must provide the completed applicable CA-35, “Evidence
Required to Support a Claim for Occupational Disease,” information
and all medical reports applicable to claim.
e. If the employee suffered a traumatic injury, authorize medical care
if needed, including complete the Medical Treatment Form CA-16.
For a traumatic injury, the CA-16 should be issued within 4 hours of
the request. Retroactive issuance of CA-16 is not permitted and
should be kept in a protected area. If the employee suffers from an
occupational disease, contact OWCP and obtain authorization prior
to issuing a Form CA-16.
f. Assist employees in lifetime of claim and returning to work.
g. Represent the agency’s interest.
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h. Challenge questionable claims upon submission of initial claim to
OWCP. If not in receipt of all documentation, annotate on claim,
“additional information is going to be submitted”.
i. Keep in contact with employees.
j. Manage the compensation costs.
k. Provide “light duty work” when able. Light Duty work is temporary
work duties that meet the physical restrictions established by
medical evidence. The work can be a modification of the
employee’s current position or other meaningful work duties that
the employer may assign on a short term, temporary basis.
3) Tracking COP (See Appendix)
4) Communication
Employee
Injury Compensation Specialists
OWCP
C. AGENCY INJURY COMPENSATION SPECIALIST
1) When an Injury Occurs:
a. Assist and advise Managers/Supervisors on employee’s rights.
b. Assist Mangers/Supervisor filing, completion of all forms associated with
claims.
c. Log claim in agency system (See Appendix).
d. Create Agency Claim File.
e. Review claim for accuracy.
f. If applicable, Controvert COP and/or Challenge Claim @ time of
submission, if possible.
g. Timely Submission of claim to OWCP.
h. Was CA-16 issued?
i. Did employee seek medical care?
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j. Did employee return to work?
k. Create COP Log (See Appendix).
l. Verify Medical Providers ACS enrollment (See Appendix).
m. If required, Notify Safety and Health Managers.
n. If applicable, submit claim electronically.
o. When claim number is received, notify supervisor.
p. Notify medical provider of agency Light Duty Accommodations (See
Appendix).
q. Advise supervisor of agency Light Duty requirement.
r. When injury goes beyond COP, go to Intensive case Management.
2) Intensive Case Management
Tracking and Reporting.
Supervisor/Employee Training
Working Group and partner with Safety and Occupational Health
Administration
Documentation
Medical Information
Reemployment
Monitor Chargeback billings, Errors: Review Report Errors to OWCP
Record Keeping:
Documents in Employee Medical Folder
OWCP Case File
3) Communication:
Supervisor
Employee
OWCP
Treating Physician – When applicable
Medical Providers – When applicable
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D. Contacting OWCP
1) Agency Query System (AQS) –Contains current case status,
compensation payments, and medical bill payments for all active
compensation cases.
2) Interactive Voice Response (IVR) - Provides agency with information
about submitting medical bills for reimbursement and filing claims, and
other case specific information.
3) Telephone – District OWCP Offices Representatives and Claims
Examiners.
4) Agency is provided copies of all correspondence to employees, even
when they are no longer on agency rolls. Agency may not use copies
of information from claim files in connection with EEO complaints,
disciplinary actions, or other administrative actions without employee’s
consent.
5) Agency requests to OWCP should be in writing with reason for
requesting information.
6) Agency may review employee’s OWCP file at District Office. Requests
must be given in advance of the case reviews to be reviewed, along
with the purpose.
8) Contractors – Agency should contact the OWCP National Office in
writing to obtain approval for designation of private agency contractor.
E. FECA Penalties
Crime to file a false or fraudulent claim or statement.
1) Knowingly and willfully falsifies
2) Conceals
3) Covers up a material fact may be subject to these penalties.
$10,000.00
5 Years Imprisonment
Both
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9. APPENDIX

A.

CA FORMS
CA-1

Federal Employee’s Notice of Traumatic Injury and Claim for
Continuation of Pay/Compensation

CA-2

Notice of Occupational Disease and Claim for Compensation

CA-2a

Notice of Employee’s Recurrence of Disability and Claim for
Pay/Compensation

CA-5

Claim for Compensation by Widow, Widower and/or Children

CA-5b

Claim for Compensation by Parents, Brothers, Sisters, Grandparents or
Grandchildren

CA-6

Official Superior’s Report of Employee’s Death

CA-7

Claim for Compensation on Account of Traumatic Injury or Occupational
Diseases

CA-7a

Time Analysis Form

CA-7b

Leave Buy-Back (LBB) Work-sheet/Certification and Election

CA-16

Authorization for Examination and/or Treatment

CA-17

Duty Status Report

CA-20

Attending Physician’s Report (Attached to Form CA-7)

CA-35, a-h

Occupational Disease Checklists

CA-2231

Claim for Reimbursement Assisted Reemployment

OWCP-5c

Work Capacity Evaluation

OWCP-915

Claim for Medical Reimbursement

OWCP-957

Medical Travel Refund Request

OWCP FORM 1500
Death Gratuity
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What Does the CA-16 Cover? (excerpt from Dept. of Labor website)
A CA-16 is a form given to a claimant by his or her agency that acts as a contract between our
office and health care providers. This form guarantees payment of all non-invasive procedures for
60 days after a traumatic work-related injury. The doctor chosen (via a CA-16 or referral) is
referred to as the "attending physician of record."

The CA-16 will cover all non-invasive
procedures including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diagnostic imaging studies (x-ray, MRI,
etc.)
Office/ER visits (including follow-up)
Braces, splints, casts, canes, and TENS
units
Prescriptions
Physical Therapy
Hospitalization

The CA-16 will not cover:
•
•
•
•

Surgery
Home Exercise Equipment,
Whirlpools, or Mattresses
Spa/Gym Membership
Work Hardening Programs

Can the CA-16 apply to more than one doctor?
Yes. For instance, if the patient is referred from one physician to another or to an imaging center
or physical therapist, the same CA-16 originally issued to the referring physician can be used to
authorize these services.

When I send bills in, should I include a copy of the CA-16?
Although it is not required, it can be helpful. And remember, to save yourself some needless
paperwork:
•
•
•

Call the employer and ask for the patient's OWCP case number
Put the case number on each bill you submit
If a case number is not available yet, tell the patient to contact you when one is issued DO NOT SUBMIT BILLS WITHOUT A CASE NUMBER - THEY WILL BE
RETURNED.
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ACS
(Department of Labor, Federal Workers Compensation
Medical Bill Payment Information)
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ARE COVERED BY THE U.S. DEPT
OF LABOR, FEDERAL EMPLOYEES COMPENSATION ACT
(FECA) FOR WORK-RELATED INJURIES.

Provider Enrollment Address:
Affiliated Computer Services (ACS) – Enrollment Unit
Department of Labor (DOL), P.O. Box 14600
Tallahassee, FL 32317- 4600
Fax: (850) 201-1718
_________________Federal Workers Compensation Contact
(ICPA):
Name_____________________________________
Phone_____________________________
This card is provided for informational purposes only and is not a
guarantee of payment (1 of 2)

ACS
Submit Medical Bills & Medical Documentation/Correspondence To:
U.S. Dept of Labor OWCP – Central Mailroom, P.O. Box 8300, London
KY 40742-8300
Phone: (850) 558-1818 or (866) 335-8319 Toll Free IVR
ACS Authorization Fax # (800) 215-4901
ACS Website: http://owcp.dol.acs-inc.com
Prescription Benefit Inquiries: (866) 664-5581
ACS Help Desk For Providers: (800) 461-7485
Provider Checklist:
Provider enrolled with ACS/ACS provider number on bill
FECA Case # on medical bill & documentation
Medical documentation submitted to the Department of Labor (DOL)
Prior authorization requested
Diagnosis code obtained from injured employee/copy of DOL letter
This card is provided for informational purposes only and is not a
guarantee of payment (2 of 2)
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CA1
NOTICE OF TRAUMATIC INJURY AND
CLAIM FOR CONTINUATION OF PAY / COMPENSATION

CA2
NOTICE OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE
AND CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION

CA2a
NOTICE OF RECURRENCE

CA 5, 5b and 6
REPORT OF DEATH
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CA1
NOTICE OF TRAUMATIC INJURY AND
CLAIM FOR CONTINUATION OF PAY / COMPENSATION

CLAIM
CA1 NOTICE OF INJURY

CA7 (A&B)

CA16 MEDICAL

CA17

C.O.P. - REPORTED WITHIN
30 DAYS OF INJURY

IF NOT

CA20

EVENT OR INCIDENT IN:
ONE SINGLE WORK SHIFT

IDENTIFIABLE BY TIME & PLACE AND
MEMBER/FUNCTION OF BODY AFFECTED

TIME LIMITS:
3 YEARS FROM DATE OF INJURY
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CA2
NOTICE OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE
AND CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION

CLAIM
CA2
NOTICE OF
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE
CA16

**CA7 (A&B)
COMPENSATION

NO

CA17
CA20

NO C.O.P.

INCIDENT WITHIN:
TWO WORK SHIFTS

SYSTEMIC INFECTION, CONTINUED OR REPEATED STRESS/STRAIN;
EXPOSURE TO TOXINS, POISONS, FUMES, ETC, OR,
OTHER CONTINUED OR REPEATED EXPOSURE TO WORK CONDITIONS

TIME LIMITS:
3 YEARS FROM:

DATE OF AWARENESS,
RELATIONSHIP TO EMPLOYMENT
LAST EXPOSURE
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CA2a
NOTICE OF RECURRENCE

CLAIM
CA2a NOTICE OF RECURRENCE
**CA7 (A&B)

CA16
NO
(1 PER INJURY)

COMPENSATION

C.O.P. IF: WITHIN 45 DAYS WINDOW
REMAINDER OF DAYS

CA17
CA20

NO INCIDENT CAUSES RECURRENCES.
CLAIMANT CONTINUES TO SUFFER
FROM ORIGINAL INJURY/DISEASE

NO TIME LIMITS:
WHEN PHYSICIAN HAS RELEASED CLAIMANT AND RECURRENCE OF
EITHER INJURY/DISEASE REAPPEARS FOR NO APPARENT REASON
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CA 5, 5b and 6
REPORT OF DEATH

CLAIM
CA5
CA 5B
CA6
CA7 CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION

REPORT IMMEDIATELY TO HRO
APPOINT LIAISON TO ASSIST FAMILY

TIME LIMITS:
3 YEARS FROM DATE OF DEATH
3 YEARS FROM BENEFICIARY 1ST AWARE OF CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP
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APPENDIX B.
AGENCY POLICY - SAMPLES

1. Light Duty
2. Reemployment
3. Leave Buy Back
4. Physical Training
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APPENDIX C.
CONTINUATION OF PAY

1. Quick Guide for Calculating COP
2. COP Worksheet
3. COP Tracking Worksheet and Compensation Tracking Worksheet
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1.
Quick Guide for Calculating COP

1. Count 30 days from the Date of Injury. The employee must submit the CA-1 to
the employing Agency by this day to be eligible for COP. If the employee
submits the form before this date then he/she meets the initial criteria to be
eligible for COP. Once the employee meets this criteria disregard this date.

2. Count 45 days from the Date of Injury. The employee must begin losing
time by this date in order to be entitled to COP. Once the employee has
lost time from work due to the injury and the time off occurred before
this date, disregard this date it no longer has any effect on COP
entitlement.
3. Once the employee returns to work for the first time following a period
of disability after the injury, count 45 days from the date the employee
first returned to work and that is the last date the employee has to use
COP. This date will now drive COP entitlement.
Example 1: An employee is injured and is off work on the date of injury
and the following day. The employee returns on the third day. Count 45
days from the third day and that date will be the last day the employee
can use COP.
Example 2: An employee is injured and loses no time initially. Two
weeks later, the employee is off work due to the injury for a period of 10
days. To establish the last day the employee is entitled to COP, count 45
days from the date the employee returned to work following the 10 days
off. This is the first return to work following a period of disability the
employee had since they did not lose time initially following the injury.
This date will now govern COP entitlement.
Coding COP (Continuation of Pay) for lost time on time cards – code day of
injury on time card: LU-Date of Traumatic Injury. Every day or partial day
lost thereafter due to injury: LT-Traumatic Injury (COP). If one hour of
COP is used, it counts as a whole day. If leave is taken in conjunction, code
both separately, but COP still counts as a full day.
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2.
SAMPLE
COP Worksheet

MI-L

Assumptions:
1. Traumatic injury with DOI of 1/4/99 or later.
2. Notice of injury was filed on form CA-1 (or form accepted as a CA1) within 30 days of injury.
3. Maximum COP payable in any case is 45 days total.
4. Full work day assumed for rtw date unless rtw same day
5. Employment did not terminate
Ref: PM Part 2, Chap 807.13
Enter data in yellow highlighted areas only.
This calculator can be used for three disability periods.
Today's Date:

8/28/2008

Claim Number:
Name:
COP
Used

A. Date of Traumatic Injury (DOI)

COP To:

=

B. Was admin lv used on DOI and rtw on DOI or rtw full day following DOI? y or n
C. 45 calendar days after DOI (see Note 1)
D. 1st disability date (usually not DOI - see Note 2)
E. Date returned to work after 1st disability, enter n if there was no return to work

Note 3

F. 45 calendar days after first return to duty
G. 2nd disability date
H. Date returned to work after 2nd disability, enter n if there was no return to work
I.

3rd disability date

J. Date returned to work after 3rd disability, enter n if there was no return to work
Tot COP =
Note 1: COP may be payable beyond 45th day after DOI.
COP is payable up to 45 days after date first rtw following a
work stoppage. Under certain circumstances,
COP can be paid well beyond 90 days after DOI as long as 45 days
is not exceeded (possibly up to 134 days after DOI).
Note 2: COP paid on DOI only when injury occurs before work begins.
Note 3: Continuing TTD assumed when there is not rtw ("n" entered)
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3.
INJURY COMPENSATION/COP WORKSHEET
1. General Information

Entitlement Period Ends: ________________

Name: ___________________________________________________ DOI: ______________
Supervisor: _______________________ Phone: __________ Injury Type: ________________
Work Week: S M T W T F S Duty Hours: _____ Pay: $____ per Hour/Annum (GS/WG)
Claim Accepted? Yes No COP Authorized: Yes No OWCP File: __________
SSAN: ____________________ Occupation: ________________________________
Home Address: ____________________________________ Home Phone: __________
Attending Physician: _______________ Address: ____________________ Phone: __________
2. COP Log

(RTW=Return to Work) (LU=Date of Traumatic Injury) (LT=COP)

(COP) Calendar (COP)
(COP)
Calendar (COP)
Days Date Hours
Remarks
Days
Date
Hours
1
24
2
25
3
26
4
27
5
28
6
29
7
30
8
31
9
32
10
33
11
34
12
35
13
36
14
37
15
38
16
39
17
40
18
41
19
42
20
43
21
44
22
45
23
Total Hours: _ _______
1. Compensation SL and/or AL log (Start on 46th day; Also for Occupational Disease.)
1
9
2
10
3
11
4
12
5
13
6
14
7
15
8
Total Hours:__ _______

Remarks
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APPENDIX D.
FECA APPEAL RIGHTS

1.

ORAL HEARING OR REVIEW
30 DAYS OF DECISION DATE
RECONSIDERATION HAS NOT BEEN REQUESTED

2.

RECONSIDERATION
ONE YEAR OF DECISION DATE
INFORMATION NOT PREVIOUS SUBMITTED
ERROR IN LAW REACHING PREIVOUS DECISION

3. APPEAL
EMPLOYEES’ COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD (ECAB)
90 DAYS OF DECISION DATE
HIGHEST FECA AUTHORITY
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APPENDIX E.
REEMPLOYMENT

1. OWCP 5c Work Capacity Evaluation
2. Permanent Job Offer Sample
3. Temporary Job Offer Sample
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1.
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2. or 3.

Dr.
(Address)
Subject: Current Medical Restrictions Request
Claimant, Case Number,
Dear Dr.
The ______(Agency) _______ request that you complete the attached (Duty Status Report
(Form CA-17) or Work Capacity Evaluation (OWCP 5c). The information you provide is vital to this
agency to determine any physical limitations resulting from the injury for which you are treating
our employee.
(Agency) is committed to accommodating our injured employees with suitable light duty
work that is in strict compliance with their work restrictions. Light duty can be as sedentary as
answering the telephone, filing, office work, etc., despite the physical requirements of the
employee’s regular position. Often the employee’s regular position can be modified to comply
with the work restrictions.
Thanking you in advance for taking time to assist your patient and us.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact the undersigned at
________________________________.
Sincerely,
Cf: OWCP
Claimant
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2. or 3.

(Letterhead)

(Current Date)
(Date 3-5 Workdays)

Claimant
(Address)

Subject: Job Offer
Claimant, Case Number,
Dear (Claimant)
The following job is being offered to you. On (Date of Injury) you were injured
with our agency. We requested your treating physician to complete attached current
Duty Status Report (Form CA-17) Work Capacity Evaluation (OWCP 5c).
(Agency) is committed to accommodating our injured employees with suitable work,
that is in strict compliance with your work restrictions.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the undersigned at
_________________ .
Sincerely,
SEND: (1) CERTIFIED

AND

2) REGULAR MAIL
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2. or 3.
Letter Head

SUSPENSE DATE (3-5 Workdays)
CURRENT DATE: ___________

MEMORANDUM FOR (CLAIMANT, ADDRESS)
SUBJECT: Permanent Return to Work Job Offer
1. The position being offered is in accordance with the Office of Workers’ Compensation
Programs, U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration, Office of
Workers’ Compensation Programs, Injury Compensation for Federal employees
Publication CA 810, Revised January 1999.
SUBJECT: Temporary Return to Work Job Offer
1. The position being offered is in accordance with the Office of Workers’ Compensation
Programs, U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration, Office of
Workers’ Compensation Programs, Injury Compensation for Federal employees
Publication CA 810, Revised January 1999.
or 3. who held a temporary position
“A temporary position may be offered only to2.
a worker
when injured, and if such a job is offered, it must be at least 90 days in duration.” (At the
time of your injury, ___(DOI)___, you were assigned in a temporary position.)
The (AGENCY) offering the following position:
NAME: _____________
DATE OF INJURY: _________
FILE NUMBER:
_________
EMPLOYER: _________________ and _______ADDRESS________
a. Position Title: ______________
b.

Series/Grade/Salary: ______________________
Annual Salary including locality pay,
Hourly Rate$___

c. (Locality and address of Position) __________________
d. Approximately _______ miles from home of Record
e. Agency is paying relocation expenses, if applicable
f. Duty Hours: 40 hours per week
g. Monday – Friday
7:30am – 4:30pm
*Adjusted Work Schedule
h. Work Accommodations:
• Example: Exactly in accordance with medical restrictions and limitations:
*Work station and any necessary personal medical restrictions required will be met by
agency.
Intermittent breaks every ____minutes for __ minutes.
Lifting not to exceed ___ pounds
Standing ____ hours a day
No Climbing.
i. Start Date: _______________Ending Date: If Temporary
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j. Grade and salary on Date of Injury: Annual Salary $_______
hourly rate $ ____
•k. Current salary for grade and step of position held on Date of Injury:
Annual Salary $_______ hourly rate $_____.
2.A copy of the Official Position Description detailing specific duties and responsibilities
is enclosed for your information. The duties assigned and defined in this job offer are
individually and collectively within your medical restrictions, dated ________, by Dr.
_________________.
3. This position is to be performed within your medical restrictions.
4.Your decision whether to accept or decline this offer should be made in writing and
received in our office not later than (Suspense Date: 3-5 Workdays). The enclosed
Statement is provided for your decision. Failure to notify this office of your decision will
constitute a rejection of a valid job offer. We will notify OWCP of your decision or failure
to respond. OWCP will notify you of your rights.
5.We are providing OWCP with all documentations of this job offer.
6.Please contact _____________regarding any questions or concerns you may have.
7.Sincerely,
Encl:
2. or 3.
Acceptance/Declination Statement
Position Description
Medical Restrictions
CF: OWCP
6.ACCEPTANCE/DECLINATION STATEMENT
•
•
PART A
ACCEPTANCE
•
I _________________________________voluntarily accept this
position annual salary _______hourly rate $
, including locality pay.
Effective Date:__________Ending Date: (If Temporary)
SIGNATURE
PART B DECLINATION

I ________________decline this offer of placement to the position of
annul salary $_________ hourly rate $

including locality

I fully understand the consequences that if I decline this job offer and OWCP determines
this is a suitable job offer, my compensation may be terminated under the Federal
Employees Compensation Act.
__________________________________DATE:_______________
SIGNATURE
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APPENDIX F.
RECORDS MANAGEMENT

A.

Employee
1. Responsibilities Checklist
2. Monitoring Bill Payment

B.

Supervisor’s
Checklist

C.

Agency Injury Compensation Specialist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Department of Labor Memorandum: Timelines
Employee File Claim History Sheet
OWCP Claimant Notes
Claimant Claim Process Checklist
Sample Agency Homepage OWCP Internet News
Semi-Annual Reporting
Supervisor/Employee Training
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1a.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CHECKLIST
Name: _________________________________ Date of Injury:
_________________
IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY SUPERVISOR OF INJURY.
Seek medical treatment – preferably on the date of injury.
Choose treating physician.
Obtain CA-16 (Only for Traumatic Injury and if CA-1 is filled within
one week of injury) and CA-17.
Complete his/her portion of the CA-1 or CA-2 and appropriate CA35, and submit to supervisor.
Obtain Receipt of Notice of Injury.
If injury has caused you to miss work, obtain and provide medical
documentation to supervisor to justify all absences due to workrelated injury/illness, and let your supervisor know when you expect
to return to work.
If you expect to remain out of work for more than 45 calendar days,
inform your supervisor and complete the employee section of the CA7, CA-7A, & SF-1199A.
Have your treating physician complete the CA-20.
Bring back to your supervisor an updated CA-17 (Duty Status Report)
after EVERY medical appointment until returned to full duty.
Inform supervisor of the type of leave requested (e.g., Sick, Annual,
LWOP or COP). You MUST follow the same established leave
procedures as if you were not at work for other reasons.
If COP is requested, you MUST provide Medical Evidence
supporting your need within 10 calendar days of that request.
All COP used MUST subsequently be verified and supported by
medical documentation.
Return to work as soon as medically possible.
Light duty should always be available to accommodate medical
restrictions.
Contact the SPD CPAC Injury Compensation Program
Administrators, at any time during the process for assistance.
E-mail: DLL-CESPK-HR-EDI@eis01.usace.army.mil
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WEB SITES:
Workers’ Compensation Claim Forms and Information:
http://www.dol.gov/esa/regs/compliance/owcp/forms.htm
SPD CPAC Online Information Center (Benefits):
http://www.spd.usace.army.mil/cpac/benefits.html
KEY TERMS:
CA-1 – Traumatic Injury – is a wound or other condition of the
body caused by external force, including stress or strain,
sustained during the course of one work day. Claim must
be filled with in 30 days of injury to use COP.
CA-2 – Occupational Disease – is defined as a condition produced
in the work environment over a period longer than one
workday or shift.
CA-7 – Claim for Compensation of Account of Traumatic Injury or
Occupational Disease.
CA-7A – Time Analysis Form.
CA-7B – Leave Buy-Back (LBB) Worksheet / Certification and
Election.
CA- 16 – Authorizations for Examination and/or Treatment.
CA-17 – Duty Status Report.
CA-20 – Attending Physician’s Report
CA-35 – Evidence Required in Support of a Claim for Occupational
Disease.
COP – Continuation of Pay (only for Traumatic injuries if CA-1 filed
within 30 days of injury).
ICPA – Injury Compensation Program Administrator.
LWOP – Leave Without Pay.
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1b.

You and your Care Provider can monitor bills at this site:

https://owcp.dol.acsinc.com/portal/main.do;PORTAL_JSESSIONID=DyHL9ncGw0DTvqC1S2NHNRwd7d
hJJT6JynL180WxnZQ4MLTpYpn1!-997277189 Right click and select open hyperlink

Provider
Claimant
Agency

Use the FECA Icon to log in.

Claimants will need their claim number and Care Providers need to register to get a
password.
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1b.

ACS
Submit Medical Bills & Medical
Documentation/Correspondence To:
U.S. Dept of Labor OWCP – Central Mailroom,
P.O. Box 8300, London KY 40742-8300
Phone: (850) 558-1818 or (866) 335-8319 Toll
Free IVR
ACS Authorization Fax # (800) 215-4901
ACS Website: http://owcp.dol.acs-inc.com
Prescription Benefit Inquiries: (866)-664-5581
ACS Help Desk For Providers: (800)461-7485
Provider Checklist:
Provider enrolled with ACS/ACS provider
number on bill
FECA Case # on medical bill &
documentation
Medical documentation submitted to the
Department of Labor (DOL)
Prior authorization requested
Diagnosis code obtained from injured
employee/copy of DOL letter
This card is provided for informational
purposes only and is not a guarantee of
payment (2 of 2) Updated12/07
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2a.

Supervisor’s OWCP Checklist
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Report Injury Immediately – Must submit CA-1 to get OWCP Claim Number
• Electronically submit CA-1, Traumatic Injury or CA-2, Occupational
Disease
• Website: http://www.cpms.osd.mil/icuc/EDI.aspx (EDI - Supervisor
Link)
• For Recurrence Claims (spontaneous return) submit CA-2a manually to
ICPA
Notify Safety • Air National Guard – Submit local safety forms to their Safety Office
• Army National Guard – Submit DA Form 285-AB-R to State Safety
Office
Medical Documentation – Must be signed by physician
• CA-16, Authorization for Examination & Treatment within 48 hours of
injury (issue only one CA-16 per injury)
• CA-20, Attending Physician’s Report (each time medical treatment
received)
• CA-17, Duty Status Report (Must submit after each treatment) – Send
with Position Description
• Injured employee must notify physician that Agency offers light duty
Continuation of Pay (COP) – Must be supported by medical documentation
• 45 calendar days entitlement following date of traumatic injury
• Time card code for COP: “LU” for date of injury & “LT” 45 days after
injury
• Four digit code for time card is month & day of injury
• If claim is denied, change COP to LS, LA, or LWOP
Medical Authorization – Must be supported by medical justification
• Physician requests authorization: phone (866)335-8319 or (850)558-1818
or fax (800)215-4901 or Website: http://owcp.dol.acs-inc.com
• Medical Provider must have ACS Provider Number to receive
authorization
• Physician must state ICD-9, (diagnosis code) & CPT (procedure code),
and OWCP Claim Number (Codes must match accepted condition)
Compensation after 45 days – Must be supported by medical documentation
• Must be in Leave Without Pay (LWOP) Status
• Time card code for LWOP: “KD”
• CA-7, Claim for Compensation (Submit every two weeks)
• SF1199A, Direct Deposit Sign-up
• After 80 hours of LWOP, submit SF52 to HRO requesting LWOP status
• Pay rate is three-fourths with dependents and two-thirds without
dependents
Medical Bills • Web site: http://owcp.dol.acs-inc.com
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•
•

8.

9.

Medical Provider must have ACS Provider Number to receive payment
Bills submitted manually –Medical Providers (excluding Pharmacy) must
bill with their ACS OWCP provider number in box 33 of OWCP-1500 or
box 51 of OWCP-04. If the number is not on the form medical bill will be
returned
• Mailing address: Dept of Labor, P.O. Box 8300, London, KY 407428300
• ACS Customer Service (850) 558-1818
Reimbursement –
• OWCP-915, Medical, submit with required documentation
• OWCP-957, Travel, submit with required documentation
• Send completed forms, with required documentation, to the Dept of
Labor, P.O. Box 8300, London, KY 40742-8300,
Agency Point of Contact – Injury Compensation Program Administrator
(ICPA)
Tammy Lashley, ICPA–DSN 256-6627, CML (508)233-6627, toll free 888-3013103 x6627.MA National Guard JFHQ, HRO-OWCP, 50 Maple Street, Milford,
MA 01757
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2b.
1.

2.

SUPERVISOR ACCOUNTABILITY:
Create and Maintain Safe and Healthful Worksite
Inspect work areas for hazards
Correct them
Prevention/Safety Education in Working Safely
Conduct Safety Meetings
Ensure Required Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Comply with, and
Enforce Safety Regulations
Standing Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Take action:
Safety Standards, Rules and Regulations violated
Document Safety Violations
Facilitate accident reporting and investigations
Hold employees accountable for safety!
WHEN AN INJURY OCCURS:
Supervisor MUST Process all OWCP Claims
IMMEDIATELY!
Can not “NOT” file claim
Traumatic Injury Only (CA1):
Authorize Continuation of Pay (COP)
Unless, Controverting (one of nine reasons)
OWCP “adjudicates”
Submit proper forms….TIMELY
When Appropriate: @ “Submission of Claim”
Controvert COP (Traumatic Injury (CA1): (One of Nine Reasons)
Challenge Claim
Issue CA16 Authorization for Examination and/or Treatment
When Appropriate
Within 4 hours of report
When in doubt of circumstances
Indicate on CA16
Retroactive issuance is not permitted
Keep CA16’s protected
Supervisor may still issue CA16 if:
Employee reported injury Did not request medical treatment with in 24 hours
If more than week - No Use discretion
Issue ACS Card: Billing information & Medical Authorizations
Light Duty – Accommodations
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3a.

Post on Employees' Bulletin Board
U.S. Department of Labor
Employment Standards Administration
Office of Workers' Compensation Programs
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1991 0-866-435 Form CA-10
Rev. Aug. 1987

What A Federal Employee
Should Do When Injured At Work
Report to Every job-related injury should be reported as soon as possible to your supervisor.
Injury also means any illness or disease that is caused or aggravated by the
employment as well as damage to medical braces, artificial limbs and other
prosthetic devices.
Supervisor
Obtain Before you obtain medical treatment, ask your supervisor to authorize medical
treatment by use of form CA-16. You may initially select the physician to provide
necessary treatment. This may be a private physician or, if available, a local
Federal medical officer/hospital. Emergency medical treatment may be obtained
without prior authorization. Take the form CA-16 and form OWCP-1500/HCFA-1500
to the provider you select. The form OWCP-1500/HCFA 1500 is the billing form
physicians must use to submit bills to OWCP. Hospitals and pharmacies may use
their own billing forms. On occupational disease claims form CA-16 may not be
issued without prior approval from OWCP.

Medical Care
File In traumatic injuries, complete the employee's portion of Form CA-1. Obtain the
form from your employing agency, complete and turn it in to your supervisor as
Written Notice soon as possible, but not later than 30 days following the injury. For
occupational
disease, use form CA-2 instead of form CA-1. For more detailed information
carefully read the "Benefits ..." and "Instructions ..." sheets which are attached to
the Forms CA-1 and CA-2.
Obtain A "Receipt" of Notice of Injury is attached to each Form CA-1 and Form CA-2. Your
supervisor should complete the receipt and return it to you for your personal
Receipt of Notice records. If it is not returned to you, ask your supervisor for it.
Submit Claim For If disabled due to traumatic injury, you may claim continuation of pay (COP)
not to
exceed 45 calendar days or use leave. A claim for COP must be submitted no later
than 30 days following the injury (the form CA-1 is designed to serve as a claim for
continuation of pay). If disabled and claiming COP, submit to your employing
agency within 10 work days medical evidence that you sustained a disabling
traumatic injury. If disabled beyond the COP period, or if you are not entitled to
COP, you may claim compensation on form CA-7 or use leave. If disabled due to
occupational disease, you may claim compensation on form CA-7 or use leave. A
claim for compensation for disability should be submitted as soon as possible after
it is apparent that you are disabled and will enter a leave-without-pay status.

COP/Leave and/or
Compensation
For Wage Loss
The Federal Employees' Compensation Act (FECA) is administered by the U.S. Department of
Labor, Employment
Standards Administration, Office of Workers' Compensation Programs (OWCP). Benefits include
continuation of
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pay for traumatic injuries, compensation for wage loss, medical care and other assistance for jobrelated injury or
death. For additional information about the FECA, read pamphlet CA-11, ''When Injured at Work"
or Federal
Personnel Manual, Chapter 810, Injury Compensation, available from your employing agency.
The agency will also
give you the address of the OWCP Office which services your area.
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3b.

Employment Standards Administration

U.S. DOL

Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs
Division of Federal Employees’ Compensation
_____________________________________________________

TIMELINESS
Federal agencies are required by regulation to submit an employee’s Notice of
Injury (Form CA-1 or CA-2) within 10 working days (or 14 calendar days) of
receiving it from an employee, if lost time from work or medical expenses are
claimed or anticipated (20 CFR 10.110(a)). Regulations require that the CA-7
should be submitted no later than 5 working days (or 7 calendar days) after its
receipt from the employee (20 CFR 10.112(b)). This prompt submission is critical if
OWCP is to be able to serve injured workers’ needs and especially to ensure that
medical bills can be processed timely.
Some injuries will be promptly reported to the agency but held there because no lost
time or medical expenses are claimed. Thus, OWCP does not expect every CA-1 or
CA-2 to be submitted within the timeframe. However, the great variation among
agencies suggests that internal agency practices in handling notices of injury are a
large contributor to delay and can be improved.

Statistics prove that injured employees will return to work more quickly when their
claims are processed in an expeditious manner. This return-to-work effort begins by
timely submitting forms to OWCP.
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3c.
EMPLOYEE FILE CLAIM HISTORY SHEET
CLAIMANT NAME: _____________________________

OWCP CASE #: _____________________

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Claimant phones: __________________________________________ Spouse name:
_____________________
Physician Name: _____________________ Phone/Fax: ___________________ Contact
__________________
Physician Name: _____________________ Phone/Fax: ___________________ Contact
__________________
Claims Examiner Name: _________________________________________ Phone:
______________________
EVENTS:
Date Contact

Description of events

Resolution

_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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4.

OWCP CLAIM STATUS CODES

CODE

EXPLANATION

C1

Closed, No Time Lost

C2

Closed; Leave

C3

Closed, Denial of Benefits

C4

Closed; Continuation of Pay (COP)

C5

Closed; Other Benefits Due Have Been Paid

DE

Death; Benefits to Dependents

DR

Daily roll; COP; Return to Work (RTW)

MC

Medical Care Only

ON

Overpayment/No Compensation

OP

Overpayment/Permanent Roll

PN

Permanent Roll, Not Rate able, Medical Due every 3 years

PR

Permanent Roll, (Periodic) Medical Due Every Year

PS

Scheduled Award

PV

Permanent; Rehabilitation

PW

Permanent; Loss Wage Earnings (LWEC) Example: RTW

UD

Case, Under Development
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5.

SAMPLE LETTERS
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6.

AGENCY NEWSLETTERS
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DISCLOSURES FOR WORKERS’ COMPENSATION PURPOSES
[45 CFR 164.512(l)]
Background
The HIPAA Privacy Rule does not apply to entities that are either workers’ compensation
insurers, workers’ compensation administrative agencies, or employers, except to the
extent they may otherwise be covered entities. However, these entities need access to the
health information of individuals who are injured on the job or who have a work-related
illness to process or adjudicate claims, or to coordinate care under workers’
compensation systems. Generally, this health information is obtained from health care
providers who treat these individuals and who may be covered by the Privacy Rule. The
Privacy Rule recognizes the legitimate need of insurers and other entities involved in the
workers’ compensation systems to have access to individuals’ health information as
authorized by State or other law. Due to the significant variability among such laws, the
Privacy Rule permits disclosures of health information for workers’ compensation
purposes in a number of different ways.
How the Rule Works
Disclosures Without Individual Authorization. The Privacy Rule permits covered entities
to disclose protected health information to workers’ compensation insurers, State
administrators, employers, and other persons or entities involved in workers’
compensation systems, without the individual’s authorization: C As authorized by and to
the extent necessary to comply with laws relating to workers’ compensation or similar
programs established by law that provide benefits for work-related injuries or illness
without regard to fault. This includes programs established by the Black Lung Benefits
Act, the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act, the Longshore and Harbor Workers’
Compensation Act, and the Energy Employees’ Occupational Illness Compensation
Program Act. See 45 CFR 164.512(l).C To the extent the disclosure is required by State
or other law. The disclosure must comply with and be limited to what the law requires.
See 45 CFR 164.512(a). C For purposes of obtaining payment for any health care
provided to the injured or ill worker. See 45 CFR 164.502(a)(1)(ii) and the definition of
“payment” at 45 CFR 164.501. Disclosures With Individual Authorization. In addition,
covered entities may disclose
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protected health information to workers’ compensation insurers and others involved in
workers’ compensation systems where the individual has provided his or her
authorization for the release of the information to the entity. The authorization must
contain the elements and otherwise meet the requirements specified at 45 CFR 164.508.
Minimum Necessary. Covered entities are required reasonably to limit the amount of
protected health information disclosed under 45 CFR 164.512(l) to the minimum
necessary to accomplish the workers’ compensation purpose. Under this requirement,
protected health information may be shared for such purposes to the full extent
authorized by State or other law. In addition, covered entities are required reasonably to
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limit the amount of protected health information disclosed for payment purposes to the
minimum necessary. Covered entities are permitted to disclose the amount and types of
protected health information that are necessary to obtain payment for health care
provided to an injured or ill worker. Where a covered entity routinely makes disclosures
for workers’ compensation purposes under 45 CFR 164.512(l) or for payment purposes,
the covered entity may develop standard protocols as part of its minimum necessary
policies and procedures that address the type and amount of protected health information
to be disclosed for such purposes. Where protected health information is requested by a
State workers’ compensation or other public official, covered entities are permitted to
reasonably rely on the official’s representations that the information requested is the
minimum necessary for the intended purpose. See 45 CFR 164.514(d)(3)(iii)(A).
Covered entities are not required to make a minimum necessary determination when
disclosing protected health information as required by State or other law, or pursuant to
the individual’s authorization. See 45 CFR 164.502(b). The Department will actively
monitor the effects of the Privacy Rule, and in particular, the minimum necessary
standard, on the workers’ compensation systems and consider proposing modifications,
where appropriate, to ensure that the Rule does not have any unintended negative
effects that disturb these systems. Refer to the fact sheet and frequently asked questions
on this web site about the minimum necessary standard, or to 45 CFR 164.502(b) and
164.514(d), for more information.
Frequently Asked Questions
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To see Privacy Rule FAQs, click the desired link below:
FAQs on Workers’ Compensation Disclosures
FAQs on ALL Privacy Rule Topics
(You can also go to http://answers.hhs.gov/cgi-bin/hhs.cfg/php/enduser/std_alp.php, then
select "Privacy of Health Information/HIPAA" from the Category drop down list and
click the Search button.)
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